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Abstract—Recovering  method  of  missing  data  based  on  the 
proposed modified Kalman filter for the case that the time series 
of mean data is know is proposed. There are some cases of which 
although a  portion  of  data  is  missing,  mean  value  of the time 
series of data is known. For instance, although coarse resolution 
of  imagery  data  are  acquired  every  day,  fine  resolution  of 
imagery  data  are  missing  sometimes.  In  other  words,  coarse 
resolution  of  imaging  sensor  has  wide  swath  width  while  fine 
resolution  of  imaging  sensor  has  narrow  swath,  in  general. 
Therefore, coarse resolution of sensor data can be acquired every 
day while fine resolution of sensor data can be acquired not so 
frequently. It would be nice to become able to create frequently 
acquired  fine  resolution  of  sensor  data  (every  day)  using  the 
previously acquired fine resolution of sensor data together with 
the coarse resolution of sensor data. The proposed method allows 
creation of fine resolution sensor data with the aforementioned 
method based on a modified Kalman filter. As an example of the 
proposed  method,  prediction  of  missing  ASTER/VNIR  data 
based on Kalman filter using simultaneously acquired MODIS 
data as a mean value of time series data in revision of filter status 
is  attempted  together  with  a  comparative  study  of  prediction 
errors  for  both  conventional  Kalman  filter  and  the  proposed 
modified Kalman filter which utilizes mean value of time series 
data derived from the other sources. Experimental data shows 
that 4 to 111% of prediction error reduction can be achieved by 
the  proposed  modified  Kalman  filter  in  comparison  to  the 
conventional Kalman filter. It is found that the reduction rate 
depends on the mean value accuracy of time series data derived 
from  the  other  data  sources.  The  experimental  results  with 
remote  sensing  satellite  imagery  data  show  a  validity  of  the 
proposed method 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 
There are some cases of which although a portion of data 
is missing, mean value of the time series of data in concern is 
known. For instance, coarse resolution of imaging sensor has 
wide swath width while fine resolution of imaging sensor has 
narrow  swath,  in  general.  Therefore,  coarse  resolution  of 
sensor data can be acquired every day while fine resolution of 
sensor data can be acquired not so frequently. It would be nice 
to become able to create frequently acquired fine resolution of 
sensor  data  (every  day)  using  the  previously  acquired  fine 
resolution of sensor data together with the coarse resolution of 
sensor  data.  The  proposed  method  allows  creation  of  fine 
resolution sensor data with the aforementioned method based 
on a modified Kalman filter.  
Kalman filter is widely used for prediction of missing data 
[1],[2].  The  parameters  required  for  Kalman  filter  can  be 
basically  estimated  with  the  Recursive  Least  Squares:  RLS 
method. Applicability of the RLS method is discussed [3] and 
the method for overcoming the problem on the limitation of 
applicability of the RLS method is also discussed [4[-[6]. 
The  experimental  results  with  remote  sensing  satellite 
imagery data show a validity of the proposed method. As an 
example  of  the  proposed  method,  prediction  of  missing 
ASTER/VNIR  data  [7]  based  on  Kalman  filter  using 
simultaneously acquired MODIS data [8] as a mean value of 
time series data in revision of filter status is attempted together 
with  a  comparative  study  of  prediction  errors  for  both 
conventional Kalman filter and the proposed modified Kalman 
filter  which  utilizes  mean  value  of  time  series  data  derived 
from the other sources.  
II.  PROPOSED METHOD 
A.  Kalman Filter 
B.  Problem Statement 
Prediction error of the conventional Kalman filter is not so 
small  in  particular  for  the  cases  that  there  are  a  long  time 
periods of contiguous missing data. There are some cases that 
there is time series of mean data of the original time series of 
data which includes missing data as shown in Figure 1. Not 
only time series of data X, but also its mean of time series data 
is also available to use for recovering the missing data. It may 
be possible to improve prediction accuracy by using mean of 
time  series  of  data  in  addition  to  the  available  data  of  the 
original time series of data. 
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(b)Situation in concern 
Fig. 1  Prediction of missing data in time series of data, Xt with known 
time series of data, Xi in the conventional Kalman filter and in the proposed 
modified Kalman filter. 
C.  Proposed Modefied Kalman Filter 
Based on the well known Kalman filter, the missing data 
can be predicted in accordance with the flow chart of Figure 2. 
Meanwhile, the flow chart of the proposed modified Kalman 
filter  is  shown  in  Figure  3.  Prediction  is  done  by  using 
available  data  during  updating  process  for  estimation  of 
coefficients of the Kalman filter while no update is done when 
the  data  is  missing  for  the  conventional  Kalman  filter. 
Meanwhile,  update  is  done  by  using  mean  of  the  data  in 
concern even for the missing data. 
 
 
Fig. 2  Prediction of missing data based on the conventional Kalman filter 
 
 
Fig. 3  Process flow of prediction of missing data based on the proposed 
modified Kalman filter 
Where  the  time  series  of  data  is  followed  by  the  multi 
variant auto-regressive model [9] as shown in equation (1) 
 
    (1)  
 
where Φ  can  be  estimated  with  RLS method  while Φ1, 
… ,Φp is regressive coefficients for Xn. On the other hand, p 
denotes is order while N denotes residual and is followed by 
multi  variant  normal  distribution  with  zero  mean  and 
covariance  matrix  of  Σ  [10].  These  can  be  rewritten  with 
equation (2). 
 
     (2) 
 
Multi variant auto-regressive model of the parameters are 
estimated as follows, 
1)  Covariance matrix is estimated at first, 
2)   The following Darvin-Levinsone algorithm [11] is then 
used  introducing  the  following  conditional  mean  and 
covariance,  
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At is estimated in accordance with equation (4). 
   (4) 
Then the following smoothing filter is applied, 
 
      (5) 
 
State equation of Xn can be written as follows, 
 
    (6) 
 
The former equation is called as state equation while the 
later  equations  is  called  as  observation  equation  and  are 
rewritten as follows, 
 
         
        (17) 
  (7) 
      (8) 
 
Thus equation (1) is represented with the above equation 
(7) and (8) which is called as state space model. State space 
model  can  be  updated  when  the  data  is  available  while  it 
cannot be updated when the data is missing.  
Prediction of the missing data can be done in accordance 
with  Figure  2  based  on  the  conventional  Kalman  filter. 
Meanwhile,    Bt    can  be  estimated  based  on  the  proposed 
method assuming Bt=Ytとwith equation (9), 
 
        (9) 
then 
 
  (10) 
    (11) 
Thus state space model can be updated even for the data is 
missing.  Namely,  updating  is  skipped  for  the  conventional 
Kalman filter while updating is performed even for the data is 
missing for the proposed method. Smoothing filter is common 
for both the conventional and the proposed Kalman filter [12]. 
In other word, time series of mean data is used as time series 
of  B,  mean  of  A  is  used  as  coefficients  of  Ht  of  the 
observation  equation.  The  scalar  in  the  equation  (11)  is 
averaged vector. 
III.  EXPERIMENT 
A.  Preliminary Simulation 
As  an  example  of  the  proposed  method,  prediction  of 
missing  ASTER/VNIR  data  based  on  Kalman  filter  using 
simultaneously acquired MODIS data as a mean value of time 
series data in revision of filter status is attempted together with 
a comparative study of prediction errors for both conventional 
Kalman filter and the proposed modified Kalman filter which 
utilizes mean value of time series data derived from the other 
sources.  
An example of the ASTER/VNIR band 2 image used (Red 
square  on  the  right  bottom  image  shows  16x16  pixels  of 
ASTER/VNIR  band  2  which  corresponds  to  1  pixel  of 
MODIS band 1) is shown in Figure 4.  
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 (b)Corresponding  MODIS band 1 
Fig. 4  An example of the ASTER/VNIR band 2 image used (Red square 
on the right bottom image shows 16x16 pixels of ASTER/VNIR band 2 which 
corresponds to 1 pixel of MODIS band 1). 
Although these ASTER and MODIS sensors are onboard 
same  satellite,  Terra,  repeat  cycle  is  different  each  other. 
Revisit cycle of the ASTER/VNIR is 16 days while that of the 
MODIS is almost one day due to the fact that swath width of 
MODIS  is  wide  enough  (2000  km)  to  achieve  one  day 
coverage for entire globe. There are missing data when both 
sensors  acquire  cloudy  and  rainy  scenes  because  these  are 
visible to thermal infrared radiometers. Spectral characteristics 
of  ASTER/VNIR  band  2  and  MODIS  band  1  are  almost 
similar. Instantaneous Field of View: IFOV of ASTER/VNIR 
is  15  m  while  that  of  MODIS  is  1  km.  Therefore, 
approximately  16  by  16  pixels  of  ASTER/VNIR  are 
corresponding to one MODIS pixel. Relatively clear scenes of 
Ureshino city in Kyushu island in Saga prefecture, Japan are 
acquired  with  ASTER/VNIR  on  December  15  2004, 
September 29 2005, April 12 2007, May 14 2007, August 18 
2007, January 9 2008, April 14 2008, May 3 2008, and May 
19  2008  during  the  period  from  December  2004  and  May 
2008. Although ASTER/VNIR acquires imagery data every 16 
days in the period, just 10 clear scenes are acquired. By using 
10 of the acquired ASTER/VNIR band 2 of imagery data, 8 of 
the imagery data can be predicted based on Kalman Filter: KF 
without the corresponding MODIS band 1 data. Also 8 of the 
imagery data can be predicted based on the proposed modified 
KF  with  the  corresponding  MODIS  band  1  data.  Figure  5 
shows example of small portion of the predicted VNIR band 2 
images based on the conventional Kalman filter (KF) and the 
proposed Kalman filter with MODIS band 1 as a mean value.  
Observation equation in equation (6) requires appropriate 
white noise with zero mean and appropriate standard deviation. 
In  order  to  determine  appropriate  standard  deviation, 
prediction  error  is  evaluated  with  the  different  standard 
deviations  then  an  appropriate  standard  deviation  is 
determined at which prediction error is minimum value. 
 
(a) Missing data of 2007/4/12 
 
(b) Conventional KF 
 
(c) Proposed KF 
 
(d) Missing data of 2008/1/9 
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(f) Proposed KF 
Fig. 5  Examples  of  the  predicted  VNIR  band  2  images  based  on  the 
conventional Kalman filter (KF) and the proposed Kalman filter with MODIS 
band 1 as a mean value 
Table 1 shows the difference between averaged pixel value 
of VNIR band 2 and the corresponding pixel value of MODIS 
band  1. It  is  found that  the  difference  between  both ranges 
from -7 to +11%. 
TABLE I.   Difference between averaged pixel value of VNIR band 
2 and the corresponding pixel value of MODIS band 1 
Observation Date  VNIR B2  MODIS B1  % Diff. 
2004/12/15  65.4  61  6.728 
2005/9/29  53.3  50  6.191 
2007/4/12  69.1  64  7.381 
2007/4/28  65.1  62  4.762 
2007/5/14  67.7  60  11.374 
2007/8/18  55.9  60  -7.335 
2008/1/9  39.9  38  4.762 
2008/4/14  64.3  60  6.687 
2008/5/3  71.3  64  10.238 
2008/5/19  70.9  66  6.911 
    Average  5.7699 
    St.Dev.  5.0659 
 
Figure 6 shows prediction error as a function of standard 
deviation for the data of May 14 2007 and August 18 2007. It 
is found that the most appropriate standard deviation depends 
on the time series data in concern. 
Noise  dependency  of  the  proposed  modified  KF  is 
evaluated  with  additive  noise  (zero  mean  and  standard 
deviation  of  5,  10,  and  15  %  of  the  mean  value).  Figure  7 
shows influence due to the difference between 16 by 16 pixel 
average of VNIR band 2 data and the corresponding 1 pixel of 
MODIS band 1 data on prediction error. 
 
 
Fig. 6  Experimentally  determined  standard  deviation  of  R  minimizing 
prediction error (RMSE) for the data of May 14 2007 and August 18 2007. 
Table  2  shows  prediction  errors  for  the  conventional 
Kalman  filter  and  the  proposed  modified  Kalman  filter. 
Experimental data shows that 4 to 111% of prediction error 
reduction can be achieved by the proposed modified Kalman 
filter in comparison to the conventional Kalman filter.  
It  is  found  that  the reduction rate  depends  on the  mean 
value accuracy of time series data derived from the other data 
sources. The experimental results with remote sensing satellite 
imagery data show a validity of the proposed method 
TABLE II.   Prediction errors for the conventional Kalman filter and 
the proposed modified Kalman filter 
Missing data  Kalman filter(KF)  Modified KF  %Difference 
2005/9/29  21.587  16.67  29.496 
2007/4/12  16.78  13.428  24.963 
2007/4/28  7.851  7.16  9.651 
2007/5/14  9.339  6.289  48.498 
2007/8/18  6.443  6.174  4.357 
2008/1/9  22.368  10.584  111.338 
2008/4/14  14.198  11.509  23.364 
2008/5/3  7.901  6.802  16.157 
Average  13.308  9.827  33.478 
St.Dev.  6.385  3.879  34.214 
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Fig. 7  Influence due to the difference between 16 by 16 pixel average of 
VNIR band 2 data and the corresponding 1 pixel of MODIS band 1 data on 
prediction error. 
IV.  CONCLUSION 
Recovering method of missing data based on the proposed 
modified  Kalman  filter  for  the  case  that  the  time  series  of 
mean data is know is proposed. The proposed method allows 
creation of fine resolution sensor data with the aforementioned 
method based on a modified Kalman filter. As an example of 
the  proposed  method,  prediction  of  missing  ASTER/VNIR 
data  based  on  Kalman  filter  using  simultaneously  acquired 
MODIS data as a mean value of time series data in revision of 
filter status is attempted together with a comparative study of 
prediction errors for both conventional Kalman filter and the 
proposed modified Kalman filter which utilizes mean value of 
time series data derived from the other sources. Experimental 
data shows that 4 to 111% of prediction error reduction can be 
achieved  by  the  proposed  modified  Kalman  filter  in 
comparison to the conventional Kalman filter. It is found that 
the reduction rate depends on the mean value accuracy of time 
series  data  derived  from  the  other  data  sources.  The 
experimental  results  with  remote  sensing  satellite  imagery 
data show a validity of the proposed method 
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